
Texas Windstorm Insurance Association
Inforce Exposure as of 11/30/2018 - Excluding Depop Policies
AIR Touchstone v6 Hurricane Loss Estimates 
County Limits and AAL - Gross
Historical & Near-Term Event Sets including Demand Surge

REPORTED
COUNTY COMMERCIAL MOBILE HOME RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL MOBILE HOME RESIDENTIAL

Aransas $277,829,777 $4,916,775 $1,593,544,169 $961,004 $70,232 $4,246,534
Brazoria $493,585,863 $9,156,505 $10,488,671,026 $1,433,581 $91,438 $18,161,649
Calhoun $112,097,455 $3,941,134 $880,755,147 $362,453 $69,656 $2,771,807
Cameron $999,634,270 $2,415,444 $2,420,637,101 $3,388,873 $24,122 $4,205,947
Chambers $58,987,188 $2,465,600 $1,496,978,543 $148,771 $35,100 $2,537,388
Galveston $2,382,030,230 $9,725,879 $18,641,659,980 $20,563,119 $148,278 $77,672,828
Harris $38,104,608 $135,300 $1,080,509,811 $223,260 $2,654 $4,688,469
Jefferson $397,140,759 $1,981,740 $6,661,185,258 $1,048,149 $17,368 $13,759,277
Kenedy $694,441 $0 $5,620,100 $825 $0 $6,067
Kleberg $17,254,115 $84,000 $199,171,461 $18,741 $343 $197,573
Matagorda $93,288,779 $1,087,297 $1,140,879,369 $286,002 $13,979 $3,225,795
Nueces $1,584,978,530 $975,500 $10,585,248,903 $5,685,529 $10,612 $27,693,018
Refugio $21,240,950 $641,253 $78,062,195 $30,606 $4,764 $122,129
San Patricio $136,263,487 $1,753,973 $1,773,215,101 $313,443 $12,743 $3,546,667
Willacy $14,647,796 $208,000 $82,138,505 $36,754 $1,666 $172,670
TOTAL $6,627,778,247 $39,488,400 $57,128,276,672 $34,501,110 $502,957 $163,007,817

Note: 
1) Losses include demand surge, excluding storm surge.  Hurricane losses are based on historical and near-term (Warm Sea Surface Tempe   
2) No LAE factor was applied to losses.
3) The "xDepop" shows impact of removing 4,710 policies and 5,049 locations.
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GC Analytics® Disclaimer(s)
The data and analysis provided by Guy Carpenter herein or in connection herewith are provided “as is”, without warranty of any kind whether express
or implied.  The analysis is based upon data provided by the company or obtained from external sources, the accuracy of which has not been independently
verified by Guy Carpenter.  Neither Guy Carpenter, its affiliates nor their officers, directors, agents, modelers, or subcontractors (collectively, “Providers”)
guarantee or warrant the correctness, completeness, currentness, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose of such data and analysis.  The data
and analysis is intended to be used solely for the purpose of the company internal evaluation and the company shall not disclose the analysis to any third
party, except its reinsurers, auditors, rating agencies and regulators, without Guy Carpenter’s prior written consent.  In the event that the company discloses
the data and analysis or any portion thereof, to any permissible third party, the company shall adopt the data and analysis as its own.  In no event will any
Provider be liable for loss of profits or any other indirect, special, incidental and/or consequential damage of any kind howsoever incurred or designated, arising
from any use of the data and analysis provided herein or in connection herewith.

The results in this report are generated with software models provided by AIR Worldwide Corporation.  
Developing models to estimate losses resulting from catastrophes or other large-scale events is an inherently subjective and imprecise process, involving judgment about a variety
of environmental, demographic and regulatory factors.  The assumptions and methodologies used by AIR in creating the models may not constitute the exclusive set of reasonable 
assumptions and methodologies.  The use of alternative assumptions and methodologies could yield materially different results.  Also, the output of the models depends on data 
and inputs supplied by others, and any gaps, inaccuracies, or changes to the inputs can substantially affect the output.
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